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Once in a lifetime, a new and revolutionary product exceeds the designer’s expectations! Phaeton has earned this

Elegance

honor. This new dynamic line of trumpets exudes neo-classic art design coupled with state of the art metallurgy and up to date
acoustic technology.

PHT-2020

PHT-2030

Traditional Gold Lacquer Brass finish

Custom Hand Brushed Brass finish with
clear lacquer coat

(also available as C trumpet - PHT-2021)

(also available as C trumpet - PHT-2031)

SPECI FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 2.55 lbs/1.16kg
Bore: .460”/11.68 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring
Receiver: Mid Weight Solid Brass
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 2-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Bracing: Virgin Yellow Brass

Modern art deco gracefully designed bracing

Crafted one piece spun bell with
precision soldered wire ring at rim
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We’ve raised the bar for trumpet quality with Phaeton finishes, bracing, fast taper lead pipe and ideal weight
balance. When you couple these exciting features with our “short stroke” piston design, you now have a trumpet that rivals all
others in the market.

PHT-2040

PHT-2045

Black Chrome Onyx finish with 18K
Gold Plated finger buttons, top/
bottom caps & water keys

Matte Black Onyx finish with 18K Gold
Plated finger buttons, top/bottom
caps & water keys

SPEC I FI C ATI O N S

PHT-2050
Bright Silver Plate finish with 18K Gold Plated
finger buttons, top/bottom caps & water keys
(also available as C trumpet - PHT-2051)

Beauty

Weight: 2.55 lbs/1.16kg
Bore: .460”/11.68 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring
Receiver: Mid Weight Solid Brass
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 2-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Bracing: Virgin Yellow Brass
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Exceptional intonation, crisp resonance, ideal balance, focused projection and enhanced valve action are
examples of the visionary thinking by the engineers who collaborated to make these trumpets a reality.

PHT-2060

PHT-2070

Black/Copper Antique finish with our exclusive
“TRIPLE PLAY” adjustable weighted mouthpiece
receiver available in 3 select alloys: STAINLESS
STEEL, ALUMINUM & BRONZE

Clear lacquer finish with Sterling Silver lead
pipe and Rose Brass Bell

SPECI FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 2.55 lbs/1.16kg
Bore: .460”/11.68 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring (Rose Brass for
PHT-2070)
Receiver: Mid Weight Solid Brass
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 2-Spatula style (PHT-2060)
2-Amado style (PHT-2070)
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Bracing: Virgin Yellow Brass

Performance
3 weighted receivers included with the PHT-2060, made
from Stainless Steel (on trumpet), Aluminum and Brass to
customize your sound with any mouthpiece

PHT-2070 comes with select Sterling silver “fast taper”
lead pipe for brilliant resonance in a live classical setting
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The Phaeton FX Trumpet offers a number of outstanding exclusive innovations developed by our acoustical

engineers including 3 sets of interchangeable bracing machined from Stainless Steel, Bronze & Yellow Brass. Every player now has
the easy option for fine tuning the instrument to suit unique tastes and performance requirements.

Focus

PHT-FX-1100
Brushed Brass finish body/braces with polished
brass Hexagonal shape heavy weight finger
buttons, top & bottom caps

SPEC I FI C ATI O N S

Weight: 2.55 lbs/1.16kg
Bore: .460”/11.68 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring
Receiver: Mid Weight Solid Brass
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 2-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Bracing: 3 Interchangeable
Trim: Hex shape heavy weight finger
buttons, top & bottom caps

Dynamic hex shaped finger buttons, top & bottom caps
which provide a look and feel unique to Phaeton

3 interchangeable braces made from Stainless Steel
(on trumpet), Bronze & Yellow Brass provide limitless
combinations of brace locations and materials to
enhance timbre, tone and brilliance

Rifle drilled ports in both horizontal braces reduces
weight to ensure playing response
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This revolutionary trumpet designed by famed Las Vegas performer, David Perrico, is a horn to rival all others.

The conical bore of .460 at the receiver, increasing to .470 at the valve section, gives this trumpet superior response, power and ease
of playing. The Brush Brass finish gives this horn an “eye catching” look. Complete with a custom Gold Plated Perrico mouthpiece and
a hand rubbed saddle brown all leather gig bag, this model has it all.

SPECI FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 2.5 lbs/1.13kg
Bore: Conical .460”-.470”/11.68- 11.94 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring
Receiver: Heavy Brass Solid Stock
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 2-Amado style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Trim: Extra Heavy Brass Finger
Buttons, Top & Bottom Caps

Custom Gold Plated “Perrico” mouthpiece designed
by Las Vegas Artist David Perrico. This mouthpiece
is a perfect match for our PHT-LV-1200 with its
shallow cup, wide rim and rapid taper shank, it
guarantees a focused sound in all registers

PHT-LV-1200
“Las Vegas” Model designed by famed trumpet
artist, David Perrico, in Brushed brass finish

Heavy duty finger rings

The rounded tuning slide on the PHT-LV-1200
is designed to reduce resistance, enhance
air flow and assure perfect “slotting”

Amado style water keys
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The PHTF-LV-2900 Las Vegas flugelhorn complements our revolutionary Las Vegas trumpet.

From the Rose Brass bell, medium large bore, carved wood 3rd valve trigger handle, heavy duty finger ring, short stroke Monel
pistons, heavy solid brass machined finger buttons and all leather gig bag, this flugelhorn is complete from top to bottom. Beautiful
tone, engineered for responsiveness and outstanding looks make this a horn that all others will envy.

PHTF-LV-2900
Brushed brass finish
“Las Vegas” model

SPEC I FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 3 lbs/1.36 kg
Bore: .434”/11.02mm
Bell: 1 pc Rose Brass 6.02”/153mm
Receiver: Tunable
Pistons: Monel w/Brass Springs
Water Keys: 3–Amado style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Trigger: 3rd Valve w/Walnut Inlay Handle
Trim: Extra Heavy Brass Finger Buttons,
Top & Bottom Caps

Balancing a Phaeton Flugelhorn is effortless with our
heavy duty ring strategically positioned to reduce
arm/hand fatigue

Enclosed brass upper springs and metal piston guides
assure speed and resistance free action

Third slide trigger with Walnut inlay handle

POCKET TRUMPETS
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Phaeton Pocket Trumpets are virtual clones of our great full size trumpets. Same short stroke pistons, same bell

Excitement

construction, same bore size, same trim components and same case style. These trumpets have the best “tight wrap” design available
on the market. This instrument is designed for players who are looking for that special/unique brilliant sound produced only by
pocket trumpets. These horns are ideal for small Jazz and Dixie combos when that distinctive “Pocket” sound is most desirable.

PHTP-3000

PHTP-3030

Gold lacquer finish

Silver Plate finish

SPECI FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 2.55 lbs/1.16kg
Bore: .460”/11.68 mm
Bell: 1 pc Yellow Brass 4.88”/124mm
w/soldered bell wire ring
Receiver: Mid Weight Solid Brass
Pistons: Monel w/rose brass ports and
brass springs
Water Keys: 3-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Bracing: Virgin Yellow Brass

“Tight wrap” design

Three water keys
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Phaeton Flugelhorns have quickly evolved into an “in demand” Jazz instrument with Phaeton’s popular trade mark
PHTF-2500

PHTF-2600

Gold Lacquer Brass finish

Matte Black finish throughout with 18K Gold Plated
finger buttons, top/bottom caps & water keys

PHTF-2650
Gloss Black finish throughout with 18K Gold
Plated Finger buttons, top/bottom caps
& water keys

Dynamic

short stroke piston design. These perfectly balanced horns are constructed from select yellow brass and with its matched brilliant
rose brass bell, this horn projects a solid/focused mellow sound for any venue.

SPEC I FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 3 lbs/1.36 kg
Bore: .434”/11.02mm
Bell: 1 pc Rose Brass 6.02”/153mm
Receiver: Tunable
Pistons: Monel w/Brass Springs
Water Keys: 3-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Trigger: 3rd Valve w/Walnut Inlay
Handle

FLUGELHORNS
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Our redesigned series of Flugelhorns feature fully enclosed brass upper springs (see PHTF-LV-2900,

Revolutionary

pg. 7) and metal piston guides providing speed and resistance free playing. Solid brass machined finger buttons coupled with heavy
weight top and bottom caps make this horn most desirable for any demanding players. Phaeton continues to provide the highest
quality and best value compared to all others on the market.

PHTF-2700

PHTF-2800

Bright Silver Plate finish throughout with 18K
Gold Plated finger buttons, top/bottom caps
& water keys

Black/Copper Antique finish

SPECI FI C ATI O N S
Weight: 3 lbs/1.36 kg
Bore: .434”/11.02mm
Bell: 1 pc Rose Brass 6.02”/153mm
Receiver: Tunable
Pistons: Monel w/Brass Springs
Water Keys: 3-Spatula style
Slides: Reverse tuning, outside tubes
brass/inside tubes nickel silver
Trigger: 3rd Valve w/Walnut Inlay
Handle

Bell construction: rose brass (Gold lacquer brass
finish shown)

Distinctive Phaeton style bracing provides beauty
and solid construction

CASES
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All wood double handle case with tweed exterior

Roomy interior accessory pocket

Plush protective blanket

Las Vegas horns come with hand rubbed all “saddle” leather bags

Top accessory pocket all on
Flugelhorn cases

Quality

Setting The Highest Standard for Trumpets
“The trumpet is the instrument of the gods,” said master musician Marcus
Belgrave in a recent interview. Now, if these gods happened to descend from the
heavens in an ornate spaceship, with all the trimmings out of a sci-fi movie and
brought a horn in its likeness, they might have given us the PHAETON line up of
innovative trumpets and flugelhorns.
Available in 6 stunning finishes: traditional gold lacquer, brushed brass, black
chrome onyx, matte black, bright silver plate and antique black/copper there is a
look to please everyone. With their wide swooping braces and thick valve caps,
these horns are designed to look like a heavy horn, but actually play and feel much

lighter. Similar to a heavier horn, you get a nice, full resonant vibration when you
push the volume and airflow. There is exceptional intonation from the low “D”
below the staff to the “A” above the staff. These horns produce a sound described
as full bodied and elegant.
Exceptional intonation, crisp resonance, ideal balance and focused projection are
examples of the visionary thinking from the engineers who collaborated to make
these horns a reality. When you couple these features with our “short stroke”
piston design, you have a horn that rivals all others on the market.
Make the bold step and start playing a Phaeton horn today!
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